SLV Play LED lamp

TECHNICAL DATA

E27, G110, 2700-6500K

Item no.:

1002519

The PLAY E27 CCT LED lamp from SLV is simply more
than a normal E27 lamp. It does not just lighten up the surroundings but provides something extra, can be adapted
to the current mood and succeeds in creating a unique
lighting experience in an inimitable way. Enjoy the highest
level of user convenience: When it is used with the
Amazon Alexa and the Google Home System, the light is
really at the cutting edge. This way or that, users have the
choice of whether they want to control the various scenarios by voice, via app, with the remote control which can be
purchased separately, or classically via light switch. Stay
flexible. You want to know a bit more? Gladly. SLV PLAY
E27 RGBW corresponds to socket E27 and has a service
life of at least 25,000 hours. Due to the fact that the light is
available within 0.5 seconds, this model is popular in both
residential as well as commercial rooms. This model is also
characterised by having luminous intensity of 1,055 Lumen, a weighted energy consumption of 15 Watts and an
adjustable colour temperature of between 2,700 and
6,500 Kelvin. The sum total of all of these these factors
combined with energy efficient usage makes this model a
real all rounder within your own four walls. Regardless of
whether it is above the dining table, used as a reading light
or installed for decorative purposes: the E27 CCT is characterised by a wide range of usage areas, and also impresses with its long service life and completely uncomplicated start-up. A hub, a bridge or a gateway are not required. A WLAN signal is required for full usability. You can
look forward to your product with the customary SLV quality!

Socket

E27

Lamp type

LED E27

Nominal voltage

220-240V ~50/60Hz V

Height

13.75 cm

Diameter

10.0 cm

Net weight

0.294 kg

Gross weight

0.398 kg

IP Code

IP 20

Energy efficiency index

A

Weighted energy consumption

15 kWh/1000h

Electrical power factor

0,51

Wattage

15.0 W

Lumen

1055 lm

Beam angle

240 °

Color

white

CRI

80

Binning

6

Service life

25000 h

Switching cycles

50000

Start-up time

0,5 s

Minimum ambient temperature

-20 °C
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Maximum ambient temperature

35 °C

Accessories
1002516

SLV Play remote control

Notes
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